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The Temporary Works Toolkit is a series 
of articles aimed primarily at assisting the 
permanent works designer with temporary 
works issues. Buildability – sometimes 
referred to now as ‘construction method 
engineering’ – is not a new concept and one 
always recognised as vital to the realisation 
of one’s ideas; it ought to be at the forefront 
of an engineer’s mind.
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Introduction

This article provides a brief introduction to 
some of the construction techniques of lifting, 
moving and jacking that may be needed to 
build more challenging permanent works, 
particularly when installing large or heavy 
prefabricated elements.

The article discusses cranes, self-propelled 
modular transporters (SPMTs), slides and 
launches, and jacking, with the pros and cons 
of each technique considered.

Building off  site

There is a growing trend for off -site 
prefabrication, with a number of reasons why 
building off  site may be preferable to building 
in situ:

  It may be safer to build elsewhere, e.g. to 
avoid building at height or over water.
 Off -site prefabrication will reduce the 
amount of temporary works required on site.
 There may not be foundations and working 
space available beneath the structure, e.g. in 
rivers, over valleys, on poor ground, or above 
roads, railways, sewers and tunnels.
 The construction may cause disruption to 
adjacent sites, e.g. when working near or 
over railways.
 There may be unsuitable or no working 
space, e.g. on a congested city centre site.
 There may be a limited period of access to 
the site, e.g. rail possession, tidal working.
 There may be obstructions, e.g. something 
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already on site, especially if an existing 
structure is being replaced.
 Off -site prefabrication may allow an 
improvement in programme delivery, e.g. 
working on diff erent parts of the project 
concurrently.
 Building off  site provides protection from the 
environment during fabrication.

However, off -site prefabrication increases 
the size and weight of elements that need to 
be transported and installed.

Key questions

Whenever something needs to be lifted, tilted, 
pushed or pulled, there are some common 
questions that should be asked:

 What is the size, weight and position of the 
centre of gravity (CoG)?
●  The point of application of the lift must 

pass through the CoG, or movement will 
take place; the load will slew, twist or 
rotate.

 What are the direction, distance and height 
to be moved? Are there changes in direction 
of travel and slope or fall?
 Does the load have to be tilted?
 What is the construction of the load to be 
moved?
●  What is its strength and rigidity?
●  How is it supported before moving?
●  What is the relative movement between 

supports?
●  What is the location of attachment 

points?
●  What is the maximum reaction at each 

attachment point?

 Will load be transmitted through two, three 
or four points?
 How will the load be supported after 
placing?
●  Will it be supported immediately, without 

the need for grout to set?
●  It must be lined and levelled accurately.
●  Temporary supports must have 

adequate strength and stability for all 
ongoing environmental and construction 
loads, e.g. accidental impact, wind 
and hydrostatic concrete loads, until 
incorporated into the permanent works.

 What are the site conditions?
●  What are the ground conditions, 

topography and foundation 
requirements?

●  Are there constraints from adjacent sites, 
such as headroom near airports, over 
railways or near nuclear facilities?

●  What is the route of transportation? 
Delivery by road may impose limitations, 
although this is less of a problem if 
delivering by river or sea.

●  On-site assembly of subassemblies 
constructed off  site may be required.

 How many items need to be moved, e.g. 
one-off  move or multiple items?
  Is speed critical (both programme duration 
and velocity)?
 Are there environmental constraints, e.g. 
weather, tide, season?
 What provides the failsafe in case of 
malfunction?
  Is there any novelty in the design of 
the permanent works which makes its 
temporary support particularly diffi  cult 
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(e.g. the current fashion for structures 
with apparently unsupported cantilever 
sections)?

For safe and effi  cient construction, the 
methodology should always be considered 
as part of the permanent works design (see 
Part 13 of this series1). Planning the method 
of construction can be complex. There 
will always be more than one way to build 
something; some ways will be more effi  cient 
in terms of cost, resources and programme 
(while maintaining the requirements of safety 
and quality of the completed works) than 
others. 

The goal is to fi nd the most eff ective 
and effi  cient way. This aim for effi  cient 
constructability also drives innovation in 
supply, installation, material technology and 
construction plant. All other things being 
equal, this will give the best means of meeting 
the client’s requirements, whether they be 
lowest built price, quickest programme or 
least disruption to stakeholders. (The lowest-
price permanent works solution may not 
be the cheapest, fastest, least disruptive or 
safest to build.)

Cranes

In the 1970s, a 30Te mobile crane would have 
been considered large. Today, a 120Te mobile 
crane would not be unusual and mobile 
cranes up to 1200Te are available for hire. 
Construction techniques have changed and 
developed with the size of crane available, 
and the demand for bigger and further lifts 
has driven the development of larger cranes.

There are a number of types of crane, 
including:

 mobile cranes
  crawler cranes
  hoists
 derrick cranes; shear legs
  tower cranes, which can be:
● static
● mobile
● rail mounted
 portal cranes
  ring cranes.

Most cranes consist of a hook block, jib, 
winch, slewing ring, counterweight, chassis 
supported on wheels, tracks or outriggers, 
and foundations.

Cranes with a jib and counterweight rely 
on overturning and restoring moments. 
When lifting an object, the crane tips forward 
onto the supports (e.g. outriggers, wheels 
or tracks) closest to the load. To prevent 
overturning, a counterweight provides a larger 
restoring moment. The centre of gravity of 
the whole arrangement moves ‘forwards’ 

– the supports nearest the load have the 
highest reaction and those furthest away take 
a smaller share.

When unladen, the counterweight pulls the 
crane ‘backwards’ and the supports under the 
counterweight have the highest load.

The arrangement of supports is typically in 
a square so that the lifting duties are equal in 
all directions.

The largest of cranes have a ‘superlift’ – an 
additional counterweight comprising a rear 
boom connected to separate kentledge, 
which can be substantially heavier than the 
lifted item. To avoid this pulling the crane over 
backwards, it is set down on the ground when 
not in use.

Pros and cons of cranes are presented in 
Table 1.

Mobile cranes

Mobile cranes (Figure 1) include wheeled 
telescopic boom cranes, rail cranes, mobile 
tower cranes, crawler cranes (Figure 2), 
loader cranes (‘HIABs’), telescopic forklifts 
and spider cranes.

Wheeled cranes are usually road going, 
can make their own way to site and, generally, 
take less time to rig. Larger mobile cranes are 
delivered in several vehicles and rigged on 
site. Crawler cranes have to be delivered to 
site on transport, then rigged.

Crawler cranes can travel with a load on 
the end of the hook. Mobile cranes usually 
cannot travel, or if they can, have very 
reduced duties.

Rail-mounted cranes are very specialist 
pieces of equipment. The support positions 
are not symmetrical so lifting duties vary with 
jib direction.

Mobile and crawler cranes require access 
to the site and land around the structure from 
which to work. In heavily built-up areas, or on 
large-span bridges, this is not available so 
other solutions are used, e.g. hoists, derricks 
and tower cranes.

Hoists

Hoists attached to runway beams supported by 
a scaff old set over the construction have long 
been used to lift pieces into place. A historical 
article in the Proceedings of the Institution of 

Civil Engineers shows this method being used 
to build Nelson’s Column in London (Figure 3)2.
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a) Newbury Racecourse rail bridge, Berkshire: 550Te 
crane with 150Te superlift, 185Te outrigger load, lifting 
96Te at 33m

b) Richmond Street bridge, Ashton-under-Lyne: 800Te 

crane with 300Te superlift, 245Te outrigger load, lifting 

12Te at 66m

Pros Cons

Most commonly used solution – benchmark 
against which other solutions are compared

Can’t be used in high winds

Foundations required – can be quite large

Headroom restrictions – near fl ightpaths or 
when lifting under something

TABLE 1: PROS AND CONS OF CRANES
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N                     Figure 2
 Crawler cranes performing tandem lift for Ordsall 
Chord rail bridge, Manchester: 1350Te and 750Te 
crawler cranes tracking and slewing with 600Te 
load; track bearing pressures 600Te/m2; 600Te 
superlift
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S�                     Figure 1
 Examples of 
mobile crane
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Derricks

The term ‘derrick’ refers to any crane 
consisting of a mast which projects over 
the load and is tied back to a foundation. 
Derricks have been used on the segmental 
construction of cantilever structures, e.g. arch 
suspension bridges. The crane is attached to 
the abutment and used to lift the components 
of the next section into position. When this 
part of the structure is secure, the crane is 
dismantled, moved forwards and re-erected 
at the end of the structure. This technique 
is still used today for the construction of 
balanced cantilevered bridges, such as the 
Queensferry Crossing, Edinburgh (Figure 4).

Shear legs

Shear legs, related to the derrick, have 
two legs forming an A-frame. Shear legs in 
combination with strand jacks were used to 
great eff ect when raising the London Eye 
observation wheel (Figure 5).

Tower cranes

Tower cranes incorporate a mast (Figure 6). 
Jib types include horizontal (trolley and fl at 
top), luffi  ng, goose neck and jack knife.

Such cranes are designed for operating 
duties at working wind and out-of-service 
conditions. To reduce the eff ects of the 
out-of-service wind moment, it is common 
to permit the jib to blow in the wind like a 
weather vane. The length of jib with the 
greatest wind moment rotates downwind, so 
the counterweight faces the prevailing wind 

and the counterweight moment 
opposes the wind moment.

Depending on space and 
ground conditions, tower 
crane foundations can 
be mass-gravity bases or 
piled, the piles resisting the 
compression and tension 
produced by the overturning 
moments. Tower crane bases 
are often incorporated within 
the footprint of the permanent 
structure – inside lift shafts is a 
favourite place.

Where the crane oversails 
sensitive areas, e.g. nuclear 
sites or railways, it may be a 
requirement to down-rate the 
crane capacity.

Mast height can be extended 
as the height of construction 
increases. As construction 
progresses, the extended 
mast can be guyed back to the 
structure, to limit the moments 
and forces imposed on the 
foundations.

Tandem lifts

A tandem lift is a procedure 
whereby two cranes are 
used to lift one object 
(Fig. 2). It is used when a single crane would 
not have suffi  cient capacity to carry out the 
lift. Another common application is when 
an object is being lifted from horizontal to 
vertical, e.g. diaphragm wall reinforcement 
cages. Tandem lifts are more complex and 
require more planning than normal lifts.

Crane foundations

Special software is used by crane suppliers to 
accurately calculate the outrigger loads and 
track bearing pressures.

Big cranes need big foundations. For 
example, a 750Te mobile crane lifting 50Te 
at 41.5m has an outrigger load of 140Te. A 
1350Te crawler crane lifting 400Te at 48m 
has a maximum track pressure in excess 
of 500kN/m2. Allowable ground bearing 
pressure for poor ground is less than 50kN/
m2 and engineered fi ll is around 200kN/m2, 
so substantial temporary foundations may be 
required.

Consideration should be given to what 
parts of the permanent works will be 
aff ected by the crane foundations. This could 
be proximity to buried services, existing 
foundations or existing basements, or how 
the crane foundations will aff ect the new 

structure – integrating tower crane bases 
into building foundations, or on top of plunge 
columns, and tying tower crane masts into 
building cores (see Part 131).

Self-propelled modular transporters

SPMTs are road-going wheeled vehicles that 
can support very heavy loads (Figure 7). SPMTs 
were developed in the 1980s by the off shore 
industry to move very heavy loads through 
limited site access and place them to a vertical 
and horizontal accuracy of a few millimetres.

An SPMT module comprises four, six or eight 
axle lines of wheels, usually with four wheels 
to each line. A module is typically around 2.4m 
wide, although modules up to 3m wide are 
available. Axle lines are at around 1.5m centres, 
so a four-line module is 5–6m long and a 
six-line is 8–9m. The module height is around 
1.2m. Modules can be connected together 
transversely and longitudinally.

Each wheel is driven by its own hydraulic 
motor and can rotate, allowing the SPMT 
to be steered in any direction. The wheels 
have independent hydraulically adjustable 

N                      Figure 3
Scaff olding used to erect Nelson’s 
Column, London, 18442

�                     Figure 4
Derrick 

crane, Queensferry 
Crossing, Edinburgh

N                     Figure 5
Shear legs used to lift London Eye into position
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suspension of around 600mm. Power is 
provided by a modular power pack. SPMTs 
are controlled by a single operator. In 
operation, the fully laden module can travel at 
around 3mph.

Proprietary modular steel frames fi tted 
on top of SPMTs can make up the height 
between the transporter and underside of the 
load. Hydraulic jacks and climbing assemblies 
can be fi tted to provide further vertical 
adjustment.

Depending on manufacturer and 
confi guration, each axle line has a capacity 
from 24Te to 44Te with ground bearing 
pressures from 7Te/m2 to 12Te/m2. Because 
of the plan dimensions of the transporter, the 
zone of infl uence can be quite deep.

Pros and cons of SPMTs are given in 
Table 2.

When would you use an SPMT?

Uses include bridge removal, installation 
or replacement during a (rail or road) 
possession, e.g. to build a new bridge off  
line outside possession and then, during a 
possession, remove the old bridge by SPMT 
and drop it onto a support, pick up the new 
bridge and drive it into position.

This technique has replaced the bridge 
slide techniques that were commonly used in 
the past (Figure 8)3.

Slides and launches

Slides and launches are still common 
methods of installing structures. To 
diff erentiate between a slide and a launch:

  a slide uses a slide track; temporary 
supports are aligned in the direction of travel 
and the structure is supported over the full 
distance of travel (Figure 9)
  a launch has a static leading temporary 
support position and the structure 
cantilevers over the top of it (Figure 10).

Slides

At its simplest, a slide requires a slide path, 
motive power and a means of steering. 
Typically, the slide path is made from a steel 
track fi xed to support steelwork or a concrete 
foundation. The contact point between the 
load and slide track can be machinery moving 
skates or steel fabricated skid coated with a 
low-friction material.

Motive power can be a push from behind 
with a hydraulic jack mounted between the 
shoe and track, or a pull from a draw bar, wire 
strand or wire rope, powered by a hydraulic 
jack or mechanical winch mounted to the end 
of the slide track.

Table 3 presents pros and cons of slides.

S                      Figure 7
Self-propelled modular transporter, A6 Manchester Airport Relief Road: 45m span, 1300Te bridge deck, 350Te 
ballast, 300Te sills, 1950Te total. Very precise positioning allowed sill units to be stressed down onto anchors in 
pre-constructed foundations

�                      Figure 6
Mersey Gateway tower crane 
lifting 4Te at 80m radius over 
120m high; approach viaduct 
moveable scaff old system in 
foreground, main span deck 
form traveller in background

TABLE 2: PROS AND CONS OF SPMTs

Pros Cons

Smaller footprint than crane Can’t cross obstacles, water

Not aff ected by high winds Can’t accommodate big changes in level

Low headroom means can transport 
underneath something

Can’t tilt something from 0° to 90°

Bearing pressures low Need good road surface – no soft spots

Do away with slide path temporary works Ground defl ections may aff ect buried services

Better at getting item into correct position

May require a temporary road – but road 
cheaper than slide track
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When would you use a slide?

Slides are used when size, space or lack of 
a suitable roadway mean that an SPMT is 
suitable.

Launches

Launching requires the structure (usually 
a bridge) to have adequate strength and 
stability to cantilever into space over its last 
support. In the temporary condition, the 
structure must cope with the high reversed 
bending moments, high coexistent bending 
moments and shear forces, and remain 
balanced. 

A launch requires a launching surface 
(rollers), motive power and guidance. The 
leading edge of the bridge can be pulled from 
an anchor point in front, on the landing side 
of the span, or the rear of the bridge can 
be pulled from the launch side. Winches or 
strand jacks can be used. Small structures, 
say up to 40m, can be pushed across by 
bulldozers.

Table 4 presents pros and cons of 
launches.

When would you use a launch?

Launches are still a popular way to build steel 
and concrete segmental bridges when the 
spans are larger than can be erected with a 
crane or an SPMT.

Jacking

A jack is a device which applies or removes 
load from a structure. The simplest jack 
is a wedge driven into a gap. A more 
sophisticated version is two opposing 
wedges driven together. A screw jack acts as 
a tapered wedge wrapped around a cylinder. 
Screw jacks and folding wedge jacks are still 
commonly used, but for the heaviest loads 
hydraulic jacks are now used.

Hydraulic jacks

A hydraulic circuit is a closed system 
containing fl uid, usually oil, water or a water/
glycol mix. Oil is used more commonly 
because it is inert and has low compressibility. 
For permanently fi lling fl at jacks, resin can 
be used.

Types of hydraulic jacks

A fl at jack comprises two pressed steel discs 
welded around the perimeter. These are 
of low height, cheap and can be fi lled with 
resin to form permanent packs. Uses include 
preloading lintels supporting new openings 
in old buildings, preloading bearings under 
bridges and in underpinning.

Most jacks have an outer cylinder and inner 
piston. A fl exible seal between the piston 
and cylinder stops the oil escaping. Some 
have bearing seals to provide transverse 
load transfer through the piston and into 
the cylinder. A jack that can be hydraulically 
powered when extending only is known as 
a single-acting jack. A double-acting jack 
can also be powered when retracting. These 
are used to accurately control the position 
of a piston, apply a pulling force or speedily 
retract a piston.

Jacks with a hole down the centre of the 
piston and cylinder are called hollow ram 
jacks; these are useful for pulling bars. Single 
and double-acting variants are available. The 
strand jack is a specially adapted variation of 
the hollow ram jack.

Hydraulic jacks can have a screw thread 

cut into the piston and a threaded collar. 
Once the lift is complete, the collar can be 
wound down on the jack so locking off  the 
load.

Arrangements of packing used with the 
jacks enable the load to be raised more than 
the stroke of the jack (jacking and packing).

Monitoring

It is important to monitor jack pressure and 
structure movement. Pressure gauges can 
be attached to individual jacks or banks of 
jacks connected by a common manifold. 
Movement can be monitored by surveying 
techniques, dial gauges with direct analogue 
readout, or electronically by a wide variety of 
transducers. It is also possible to monitor the 
change in strain of structural members during 
the operation. The jacking operation should 
be carried out suffi  ciently slowly that the 
monitoring system can be read and the data 
understood.

Controlling the jacking operation

There are a number of methods to operate 
and control the jacks. These include:

 open circuit
 open circuit with steering jacks
  incremental operation
  synchronised pumps
  computer control.

The most appropriate method will depend 
on the structure and what needs to be 
achieved and it is best to seek expert advice.

Hazards and pitfalls

Potential hazards include:
 overloading the structure
 overloading the jack, especially if placing 
load on top

N                     Figure 8
 Launching of Pennair Bridge, India, 18683: 510m 
railway viaduct, comprising 24 spans of 19.5m; 
speed of launch 128m in nine hours

TABLE 3: PROS AND CONS OF SLIDES

Pros Cons

Have smaller footprint than SPMTs Expense

Can move bigger structures than SPMTs If sliding down hill, a brake is required

Can be used when access isn’t possible 
with SPMTs

Load can lurch or crab during pulling – modern 
proprietary jack-slide systems minimise this 
problem and operate wellCan be used when there is an obstruction that 

an SPMT can’t cross (e.g. river)
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 Bridge slide on North Kent Line during rail 
possession: 110m span, 9500t (including 
abutments, piers, bridge deck ballast and 
track), 50 m slide, 40° skew
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  running out of stroke when lifting or lowering 
– take elastic shortening, foundation 
settlement and defl ection of the structure 
being jacked into account
  under-capacity when lifting; the structure 
will just not lift
  leaks – consider what could happen if there 
was a sudden release of oil (burst hose)
 blockages – make sure oil is entering and 
leaving all the jacks. When lifting, avoid one 
jack lagging behind; when lowering, avoid 
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one jack sticking so that it 
attracts all the load.

Other techniques

It is possible to build large 
structures in situ. The 
techniques being used to build 
the Mersey Gateway bridge 
in northwest England include 
travelling formwork systems 
(Fig. 6) that can launch 
themselves from pier to pier 
and allow an entire 70m span 
to be built at a time in situ.

It is also worth mentioning 
Ove Arup’s concrete 
Kingsgate footbridge in 

Durham, which was built on dry land parallel 
to the river, then rotated into place.

Legislation

Work described here will be covered by a 
number of sets of regulations; in the UK, 
these are primarily CDM 20154, LOLER5 
and PUWER6.

Conclusion

Lifting, moving and jacking is an immense 
subject. The challenge for the contractor 
is to come up with the best method – safe, 
most effi  cient, least disruptive, best use of 

TABLE 4: PROS AND CONS OF LAUNCHES

Pros Cons

Still popular way to build bridges Piers need to be in place

Moment, defl ection and reaction reduced by 
using lighter nose

Strength and stability of structure

Not good for lattice structure, bottom chord 
has to take compression, local shear and local 
bending

Big cantilever defl ection

Area on site required for counterbalance
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Principles of steel

beam design

The key to understanding the design of 

steel beams is to determine whether or 

not the beam is restrained against lateral 

torsional buckling. This subject is covered 

in the Level 1 (N
o. 16) Technical Guidance 

Note: Lateral torsional buckling. If a beam is 

restrained, all that needs to be checked is 

the bending moment and shear resistance 

of the beam as well as serviceability limits 

against the applied load/actions.  All 

of which are based on the beam’s core 

properties. 

If the beam is unrestrained along any part 

of its length however, then there is a risk 

it will fail due to lateral torsional buckling.  

To address this, Eurocode 3 establishes 

a reduction factor that is applied to the 

nding moment resistance of the beam. 

his factor is the cornerstone 

am design within 

Designing a steel beam

Introduction

This Technical Guidance Note is the first of the Level 2 guides. Guides in 

this next level build on what has been described previously in the Level 1 

series. The topics covered at Level 2 are of a more complex nature as they 

typically deal with the design of elements as opposed to core concepts 

such as loading and stability. As such, the amount of prior knowledge the 

reader is assumed to have is at the very least the contents of relevant Level 

1 Technical Guidance Notes.

The subject of this guide is the design of non-composite steel beams to BS 

EN 1993-1-1 – Eurocode 3: Design of Steel Structures – Part 1-1: General 

Rules for Buildings. It covers both restrained and unrestrained rolled steel 

‘I’ and ‘H’ beam sections. It does not encompass the design of ‘T’ sections, 

hollow sections, castellated beams, angles and welded sections.
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Note 1 Level 2

Description

Variable

b

Width of flange

h

Depth of beam

z-z

Minor axis

y-y

Major axis

d

Depth of web

tw

Thickness of web

t f

Thickness of flange

r Radius of root fillet between web and flange

Wpl,y
Plastic section modulus about the y-y axis

Wel,y
Elastic section modulus about the y-y axis

i z
Radius of gyration about the z-z axis

A
Cross sectional area of the beam

I yy
Second moment of area about the y-y axis

NFigure 1 
ection notation used in Eurocode 3
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 beam design

The use of timber as a structural material is not new, in fact dating 

back many centuries. As time passes, developments in the various 

types of timber components which are available and their use in 

diff erent structural forms have occurred; new advanced timber 

products are now available enabling structural engineers to achieve 

the performance and effi  ciency in building forms being demanded in 

the 21st century.

There are thousands of species of tree from which timber can be 

obtained, each with diff erent rates of growth, structural properties 

and degrees of durability. The timber supply chain has responded to 

nature’s variability and now provides repeatable product supply from 

managed forests. The industry has also created grading processes 

to deliver reliable technical performance (grades) for these products. 

The UK construction industry generally uses the word ‘timber’ to 

describe structural products of wood, whereas in North America 

the word ‘lumber’ is used. ‘Wood’ is often used to describe furniture 

and other non-structural items. Nevertheless, all three terms are 

commonly used to describe structural products.

Timber is categorised as either ‘softwood’ or ‘hardwood’. Softwood 

is obtained from coniferous trees and hardwood comes from 

broad-leaved trees. Softwood and hardwood are botanical terms 

and do not necessarily refer to the density or hardness of the 

wood. For example Balsa, which is known to be soft and used for 

building lightweight models, is a hardwood whereas Douglas Fir is a 

softwood with good durability and high strength properties.

Softwood is commonly used for timber structures (Figure 1) as it is 

This new series of technical 

articles will gradually build to 

form a Timber Engineering 

Notebook. Written by Chartered 

structural engineers Milner 

Associates with contributions 

from industry specialists, on 

behalf of the UK Timber Frame 

Association (UKTFA), the series 

aims to provide basic technical 

information on the use of timber 

as a structural medium, for the 

practising structural engineer.

 By way of setting the scene, 

the fi rst paper in the series 

provides a historical and 

technical background to natural 

sawn timber as a structural 

material. Subsequent papers will 

cover the range of engineered 

timber materials (engineered 

wood products) and composit

wood products commonly 

available and diff erent types o

timber structures in more de

 It’s hoped that as the Tim

Engineering Notebook serie

develops, it will become an 

essential source of technic

information for anyone 

interested in and/or worki

with timber - and we look

forward to providing this 

quality, peer-reviewed re

material to members of t

Institution.
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Timber Engineering 

Notebook series 

In January 2013, Institution Director of Engineering and 

Technical Services, Sarah Fray, heralded a new technical 

support initiative; a series of articles focussing on specifi c 

materials and their use. CEO of the UK Timber Frame 

Association, Andrew Carpenter, introduces the series…

No. 1: Timber as a structural material - an introd

readily available, easily worked, of rela

of growth gives a continuous supply f

Hardwoods are typically used for ex

where durability and particular aesth

colour or grain pattern, are required

N   Figure 1

Softwood timber frame construction using 
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Technicians may also find these notes helpful when looking to 

develop a greater understanding of structural design - which may 

bring benefits to the overall quality of structural detailing and also 

enhance an individual’s career. The Technical Guidance Notes are intended to be easily 

accessible. Each note is designed to form part of the foundation of 

a personal technical reference library which can be continuously 

referred to. In developing the strategy for the Technical Guidance 

Notes, we have been conscious of the need to provide sound 

foundations from which design skills can be developed, and so 

basic structural engineering fundamentals are presented initially; 

the implementation plan for the series has identified second 

and third tier subjects which, in the medium term, will address 

structural engineering principals at increasingly complex levels.

It should be noted that we have decided to adopt titling using 

traditional UK terms such as ‘loading’ rather than Eurocode terms. Whilst the notes have been written to adhere to the Eurocodes we have taken the view that adopting the Eurocode titles would not aid the accessibility for the relatively inexperienced. I hope that many of you will benefit from the series and will make use of those guidance notes that are particularly applicable to your field. The first two, entitled: ‘Principles of design’ and ‘Derivation of dead loads’ follow. E

The Technical Guidance Notes are one of a range of initiatives 

planned by the Institution’s Engineering and Technical Services 

Department to increase the practical support offered to members.

The notes have been conceived to provide technical guidance 

to both undergraduates and those in the early stages of their 

careers, with the intention of helping them to gain skills and 

technical competence in the workplace and hence increase their 

individual value to the businesses they contribute to. Experienced 

Technical Guidance Notes: an introduction

Sarah Fray Director

I HOPE THAT MANY OF YOU WILL BENEFIT FROM THE SERIES AND WILL MAKE USE OF THOSE GUIDANCE NOTES THAT ARE PARTICULARLY APPLICABLE TO YOUR FIELD

LEVEL 3
Complex design 

concepts

LEVEL 2
Element design and communication

LEVEL 1
Core design 

concepts

In his editorial of 18th October 2011, Managing 
Editor Lee Baldwin heralded the introduction of a 
series of ‘Technical Guidance Notes’. Sarah Fray 
- Director: Engineering and Technical Services 
provides an introduction to the series.

Principles of steel

beam design

The key to understanding the design of 

steel beams is to determine whether or 

not the beam is restrained against lateral 

torsional buckling. This subject is covered 

in the Level 1 (N
o. 16) Technical Guidance 

Note: Lateral torsional buckling. If a beam is 

restrained, all that needs to be checked is 

the bending moment and shear resistance 

of the beam as well as serviceability limits 

against the applied load/actions.  All 

of which are based on the beam’s core 

properties. 

If the beam is unrestrained along any part 

of its length however, then there is a risk 

it will fail due to lateral torsional buckling.  

To address this, Eurocode 3 establishes 

a reduction factor that is applied to the 

nding moment resistance of the beam. 

his factor is the cornerstone 

am design withinn 

gning a steeeelel be

Guidance Note is the first of the Level 2 guidess. GGGuuiuiddedeesess iinn 

build on what has been described previously inin tthhehee LLeLeLevevvevelel 1 1 

The topics covered at Level 2 are of a more complexx nnaatatutuuurrrere ae aasass ththehey 

ally deal with the design of elements as opposed to cocororee e ccoooonncnccecepeptptsts 

ch as loading and stability. As such, the amount of prioror kknknnoowowwwleleeddgdgge te the 

ader is assumed to have is at the very least the contenntstss oofof rf rreelelelevevvaantnt Level 

1 Technical Guidance Notes.

The subject of this guide is the design of non-compoposisitetee se sstesteteeeeeelel bbbeeaeams to BS 

EN 1993-1-1 – Eurocode 3: Design of Steel Structurureses –s –– P PPaPararartrt 1t 11-1-1: G General 

Rules for Buildings. It covers both restrained andd ununrnreresesststrtraraaiainneedd rolled steel 

‘I’ and ‘H’ beam sections. It does not encompass tthhee dddeeessisigiggnn ooff ‘T’ sections, 

hollow sections, castellated beams, angles andd wweeldlddedeededdd sseececttions.
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Variable

b

Width of flange

h

Depth of beam

z-z

Minor axis

y-y

Major axis

d

Depth of web

tw

Thickness of web

t ft
Thickness of flange

r Radius of root fillet between web and flange

Wpl,yW Plastic section modulus about the y-y axis

Wel,yW Elastic section modulus about the y-y ax

i z
Radius of gyration about the z-z axis

A
Cross sectional area of the beam

I yy
Second moment of area about the y
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Introduction

This short note highlights some of the salient aspects of the design 

and construction of liquid-retaining structures in reinforced concrete 

(Figure 1). This guidance is based on Eurocodes BS EN 1992-1-1 1 and 

BS EN 1992-3 2 and the corresponding UK National Annexes. This is 

not an exhaustive treatment of the subject and the reader is advised 

to refer to The Concrete Centre book on concrete basements 3 and 

CIRIA publication C660 4 as basements and tanks have many aspects in 

common.W
atertightness

In the design of containment structures, liquid tightness is a critical 

consideration. The structural engineer should discuss and agree with 

the client the liquid tightness requirements. Colloquial phrases such 

as ‘waterproof’ construction are best avoided; instead the engineer 

should agree the degree of leakage that can be tolerated using the 

classifi cation of tightness classes shown in Table 1. This, in turn, will lead 

to limiting crack widths that should be used in structural design. 

Tightness class 1 is the most usual class for utilitarian water-retaining 

structures and limiting crack widths is normally suffi  cient to achieve this 

class. For tightness classes 2 and 3 it will not be suffi  cient to limit crack 

widths alone. Liners and/or prestressing will be required to meet the 

requirements.
In addition to correct design, liquid tightness also depends on the use 

of an appropriate concrete mix and good workmanship on site. Good 

compaction of concrete is essential. 

Durability and selection of m
aterials

Concrete should be specifi ed in accordance with BS EN 206 5,6 and 

BS 8500 Parts 1 and 2 7,8. All materials in contact with potable water 

will need to comply with specifi c regulations. The Civil Engineering 

Specifi cation for the W
ater Industry 9 provides useful information.

Well-compacted concrete is essential for durability. Generally, th

thickness of members should be at least 250mm to permit go

compaction. However, the thickness should not be exces

reinforcement required increases with the thickness

The likely exposure classes for diff erent eleme

Table 2.Cover requirements in BS EN 1992-1-1 a

apply. It is good practice to use nomi

face in contact with liquid and 75

Concrete 
No. 1: Guidance on th

liquid-retaining structu

Concrete m
i

In liquid-retaini

minimising the ris

and durability can 

without any special a

The following specifi

Consistence class: S3

M
axim

um
 water cem

ent rat

M
inim

um
 cem

ent content: 30

320kg/m 3 when aggregate size 

M
axim

um
 cem

ent content: 400kg

450kg/m 3 when ground granulated 

is usedConcrete strength class: C30/37

Use of cement replacement (GGBS or fl y

the heat of hydration will be less than that for 

(CEM I) and this in turn assists in crack control. 

combination types are CEM IIB-V (which contains

CEM IIIA (which contains 36–65% GGBS). If high

replacements are used, there will be implica

�  Figure 1
Aeration and clarifi er tanks at Ne

This series is produced by Th

of concrete.

The Concrete Centre, part of the 

professionals with expertise in con

www.concretecentre.com
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Many years ago, in the 1980s, the author was looking up at window joinery repairs at Ightham Mote, a 14th century property belonging to the National Trust in the UK. Short sections of oak transom had been pieced into the middle of the frames and short ends of the stiles replaced (Figure 1). They stuck out visually, attracting comment. Why keep the old? Why not just replace whole lengths or even the whole casement? Surely this is better in the long run?
It was a comment that many an engineer might have made. What is dictating such piecemeal work? Similarly, and on a broader scale, why does the professional team opt for such a repair strategy on a major restoration project? How has the building acquired the power to infl uence such decisions?Historic fabric exercises power in many built environments that the structural engineer will encounter. London, for example, has masterful icons of a very diff erent scale to Ightham. St Paul’s Cathedral is one of the most powerful buildings in England, as the views of it are enshrined in planning legislation across London. Over the years, this has aff ected perhaps billions of pounds of real estate in terms of restricted development and smaller lettable areas. It infl uenced, for example, the design of 122 Leadenhall Street, where the slanting facade helps to minimise the impact of protected views from Fleet Street. This is a raw power, the result of long-developed legislation and backed by a strong philosophy that addresses the place of heritage in our society.

Another powerful London icon – and one that is surely controversial to many, engineers and others alike – is the Grade II listed Battersea Power Station (Figure 2). What societal values are being balanced when a 

building, whose defi ning chimneys are the very parts that now need rebuilding, is able to exert such infl uence over development, and for so many years?
This is the fi rst article in a new series covering issues of conservation and restoration. Articles will appear in diff erent sections according to their content. They will in general look not at such headlines as Battersea, but at the detail: timber, ironwork, stone, technologies and methods of construction. The contributors are all Conservation Accredited Engineers, specialists in their fi eld. Elsewhere in this issue (see pages 32–35), Jon Avent, chair of the Conservation Accreditation Register for Engineers (CARE) panel, describes what that accreditation means.

However, this fi rst article seeks to answer – at least in part – the opening question: why keep it?

Historic buildings: can any engineer handle them?
Before looking in more detail at the 

James Miller MA, CEng, FIStructE, FICE, Conservation Accredited Engineer, Ramboll

This article forms part of the Conservation compendium, which aims to improve the way engineers handle historic fabric through the study of historic materials, conservation philosophy, forms of construction and project examples. Articles in the series are written by Conservation Accredited Engineers. The series editor is James Miller.

Conservation compendium
Part 1: Why keep it? 
Engineers and the modern 
conservation movement

conservation movement, it is worth refl ecting on the goals of such a series. Can any structural engineer engage in ‘historic’ work – that is, work on buildings protected by heritage legislation? In a sense, the answer is yes, certainly, rather like structural engineers can turn themselves to facade engineering, or fi re engineering, or become specialists in computational fl uid dynamics. All Conservation Accredited Engineers started life in general practice, but steadily developed a passion and skills that match the demands of listed buildings.
Today, there are conservation accreditation systems in the UK for members of RIBA, RICS and the ICE, as well as this Institution. These systems are referenced by client bodies such as English Heritage, Cadw (Wales) and Historic Scotland, and mandatory for some types of project funding, which establishes qualifi ed practitioners in a signifi cant marketplace with the half-million or more buildings and structures that are listed in the UK. This series aims to make practising engineers better informed when handling historic fabric, to help them examine their own interest in historic work and to equip them with at least some of the 

N  Figure 1 
Timber window repairs at Ightham Mote demonstrate decision-making based on retention of original fabric

Part 1

Article series
Get quick access to series of articles published in The Structural Engineer since 2012. 

Available series include: 

 • Technical Guidance Notes (Level 1 and 2)   • Conservation compendium
 • Composite and Steel Construction compendium  •  Concrete Design Guide
 • Timber Engineering Notebook

To view the contents of any particular series, visit: www.istructe.org/tsemaster/article-series

programme – to construct the works.
At the end of the construction period, 

all the temporary works are removed and 
the structure is left complete and self-
supporting. Once the temporary works are 
stripped away, little evidence is left of the 
methods used to support and build the 
structure. It’s a bit like a conjuring trick, 
leaving future generations to ponder, ‘How 
on earth did they manage to build that?’

This is one of the things I like about being 
a temporary works engineer.

NFigure 10
Launching of Queensferry Crossing road bridge: 
543m long viaduct, total weight of both girders 
3150Te
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The following publications and websites 

provide further guidance on the techniques 

discussed in this article:

CRANES

EBritish Standards Institution (1998–2017) 

BS 7121 Code of practice for safe use of 

cranes, London: BSI

EBritish Standards Institution (2012–16) 

BS EN 13001 Cranes, London: BSI

EBritish Standards Institution (2007) 

BS EN 1993-6:2007 Eurocode 3. Design 

of steel structures. Crane supporting 

structures, London: BSI

ESkinner H., Watson T., Dunkley R. and 

Blackmore P. (2016) CIRIA C654: Tower 

crane stability, London: CIRIA

ELloyd D. (ed.) (2003) CIRIA C703D: Crane 

stability on site, 2nd ed., London: CIRIA

EConstruction Plant-hire Association 

(2014) CPA 1402: Requirements for Tower 

Cranes Alongside Railways Controlled by 

Network Rail, London: CPA

EConstruction Plant-hire Association 

(2011) TCIG 1101: The Climbing of Tower 

Cranes, London: CPA

EConstruction Plant-hire Association 

(2007) TCIG 0701: Safe Use of Top Slew 

Tower Cranes, London: CPA

EConstruction Plant-hire Association 

(2010) TCIG 0601: Safe Use of Self Erecting 

Tower Cranes, London: CPA

SPMTs

EEuropean Association of Abnormal 

Road Transport and Mobile Cranes (2016) 

Best Practice Guide for Self-Propelled 

Modular Transporters [Online] Available at: 

http://estaeurope.eu/media/downloads/

ESTA_A4versie_DEFdigitalHR-pages.pdf 

(Accessed: July 2017)

EOversize Baltic (2009) Everything 

about self propelled modular trailers 

(SPMT) [Online] Available at: www.

transportoversize.eu/en/articles/id/4139/ 

(Accessed: July 2017)

EUS Department of Transportation 

Federal Highway Administration (2017) Self 

Propelled Modular Transporters (SPMTs) 

[Online] Available at: www.fhwa.dot.gov/

bridge/abc/spmts.cfm (Accessed: July 

2017)

SLIDES AND LAUNCHES

ECIRIA (1977) R068: Lateral movement of 

heavy loads, London: CIRIA

EUS Department of Transportation 

Federal Highway Administration website 

(2017) [Online] Available at: www.fhwa.dot.

gov (Accessed: July 2017)

EConcrete Bridge Development Group 

(2005) TP9: Fast construction – segmental 

and launched bridges, Camberley: CBDG

EConcrete Bridge Development Group 

(2007) CPS13: Incrementally launched 

concrete bridges, Camberley: CBDG

EConcrete Bridge Development Group 

(2007) CPS14: Jacked box underbridges 

using the Ropkins system, Camberley: 

CBDG
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